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Thoughts for the Week
By Richard Marotta, Ph.D., Headmaster
As we move into the second quarter of the school year, we also move into our second
character value, Honesty, which will continue our exploration of the Character
Education Program. Honesty will form the basis of the activities, the writing exercises
and the reflective moments that our students will engage in during this timeframe.
For many of us the first thought that comes to mind when we think about honesty is
fiscal honesty, non-stealing, acidic honesty. These are, of course, all part of the idea of
acting in an honest way. Our culture, history and society have often connected
honesty with property rights and the sanctity of ownership. Throughout the history of
our legal system, the emphasis on honesty as the protection of property has
dominated our discourse and our implementation of jurisprudence.
While this is an important part of the idea of honesty, there are other components of
this value that embody significant aspects of how we live our lives. For students,
property honesty is important. However, such ideas as intellectual and academic
honesty assert very strong influences within the daily life of the student. Academic
honesty means the respecting of intellectual property by not plagiarizing and always acknowledging the source of an
idea. It also means respecting the integrity of another student’s work during tests, homework or projects. Clearly,
academic honesty forms the basis of any school’s academic expectations for its students.
Another level of honesty that permeates a school is interpersonal honesty. Students, teachers and parents owe it to
each other to function in ways that represent what each truly feels and thinks. It is important to present oneself and
one’s ideas in a straightforward manner. I am not suggesting that simplicity should rule; however, I am suggesting
that no matter how complex an idea or a feeling may be, we owe it to each other to represent what we think in the
most honest (and kind) way possible.
My final thought today about honesty involves the honesty of self reflection. For me, this remains one of the core
values of being an intellectual, an academic, a teacher or a parent. Here, self-reflective honesty means always
reexamining one’s actions in the most rigorous way possible. If a teacher gives a test on which a majority of the
students don’t do well, then there are a number of possible reflections: the students didn’t study, the test was too
difficult, or the teacher didn’t prepare the students correctly for this exam. All or none of these may be true; however,
I am suggesting that no one answer be automatic or habitual. Instead, I would encourage an intellectual honesty and
open moment of self reflection that should lead to an understanding that is not conventional, but genuine.
The same is true for students. If the student reacts conventionally and concludes it’s the teacher’s responsibility, I
would expect that before reaching that conclusion that the student would first honestly reflect on how he or she
prepared for the exam. Administrators, trustees, and parents also need to be self-reflective in very honest ways when
something doesn’t necessarily occur in the way planned.
Each one of us needs to engage in honest self-reflection, which is the beginning of knowledge and success.

Garden School 2015-2016 Annual Fund Letter
Dear Garden School Parents,
Last year at this time, we held our 2014-15 Annual Fund Campaign, which proved to be a successful event that
raised over fifty thousand dollars to support the mission of the Garden School.
As we begin the 2015-2016 Annual Fund Drive, we are pleased and heartened that our Board of Trustees has
demonstrated its leadership in this campaign with100% participation and with gifts and pledges totaling over
$10,000! So, it is in this spirit of recognizing a bright future for Garden School, and choosing to invest in this
organization's mission, that I ask you to participate in the Annual Fund Campaign and make a donation.
As evidence of our continued commitment to enhance Garden, our return to school was marked by positive
improvements which were guided in part by responses to last year's Parent Survey. In addition to our growth in
enrollment, we made significant upgrades to the physical plant with a new kitchen stove, new pre-k and
kindergarten bathrooms and new windows in several high school classrooms. We also developed our
educational technology program with stronger Wi-Fi, an Engineering Elective in the High School, and a new
Character Education Program with constructive effects that are evident throughout the school. We have added a
new parent trustee to support additional communication and partnership with our families.
Much of this would not have been possible without the generous support of last year's Annual Fund donors.
This year's goal is to achieve 100% participation of our families. As members of an independent school
community, all of us assume responsibilities to ensure the ongoing success of our students and our school.
These responsibilities include securing the school's financial strength by "bridging the gap" between tuition and
actual costs. With everyone's help through the Annual Fund and the Gala, we supplement our tuition revenue
and help keep Garden's tuition among the lowest of comparable New York independent schools. The Annual
Fund plays a vital role in Garden realizing its mission. Our Board has reached the 100% goal; now we call
upon you and all of our families to help reach the goal of 100% participation in the Annual Fund. To be clear,
while we ask you to be as generous as possible with your tax deductible donation, it is your participation at any
level that helps us to meet our goal.
Please join us in celebrating our school's future and in supporting its mission to educate the children of our
community to the highest of academic, social and personal standards. All gifts are tax deductible. Please go to
the giving link on our website (http://www.gardenschool.org/giving/annual-fund/) and make your donation
online or simply submit a check to the school office.
We thank you for your continued trust and support of Garden School and current and future generations of
Garden students will also thank you for our generosity.
Sincerely,

Richard Marotta, Ph.D.
Headmaster

Michael Rakosi
President, Board of Trustees
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DATES TO REMEMBER:


Thursday & Friday, November 26-27: School Closed for Thanksgiving Day



Tuesday, December 1 – Thursday, December 3: Holiday Gift Boutique



Saturday, December 5: Merit Exam & Open House (9am – 12pm)



Friday, December 18: Lower Division Show at 9am, Upper Division Winter Trip



Friday, December 18: Noon Dismissal



Monday, December 21 – Friday, Jan 1: School Closed for Winter Break



Monday, January 4: Classes Resume

Athletic Department Game Schedules
Did you know that Garden School offers seven different sports that students can join? The training and playing on a
team teaches great skills that go beyond physical and coordination. Teamwork, communication, competitiveness,
sportsmanship, leadership, discipline, and grace are just a few of the character benefits associated with playing team
and competitive sports!

Come and support and cheer on our Garden Griffin athletes!!
Girls Varsity Basketball
Day
MON
TUE
MON
TUE
FRI
MON
WED

Boys Varsity Basketball
Day
MON
MON
TUE
WED
MON
FRI
WED
Boys JV Basketball
Day
TUE
THUR

Date
11/30
12/1
12/7
12/8
12/11
12/14
12/16

Opponent
YORK PREP
MMD
BWL
STEINER
BFS
CHURCHILL
FASNY

Location
HOME
BBALL CITY
92 YMCA
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME

Time
4:00
4:00
4:45
4:15
3:45
3:45
5:00

Date

Opponent

Location

Time

11/23
11/30
12/1
12/2
12/7
12/11
12/16

LREI
FASNY
MMD
BRP (NL)
YORK PREP
BFS
FASNY

AWAY
HOME
BBALL CITY
HOME
HOME
HOME
AWAY

4:00
5:15
4:00
4:00
3:45
5:00
4:15

Date
11/24
12/10

Opponent
LREI
CHURCHILL

Location
HOME
HOME

Time
4:00
4:00
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Greetings Garden Families,
Can you believe the holidays are right around the corner?
That means it's almost time for our annual
Garden School Holiday Boutique!
Here is some information regarding our upcoming event:
Every year, the Garden PTA works diligently - shopping for Garden children, Moms &
Dads, sisters and brothers, aunts, uncles, friends, teachers, etc.!
This year, Victoria Zunitch (Mimi, 5) is the Holiday Boutique Chairperson!
Over the Thanksgiving weekend, the PTA will transform the library into a winter
wonderland, filled with gifts for your child to buy!
Beginning December 2nd, we will welcome parents (at drop off and pick up) to shop,
and your child will go "shopping" with his or her class during the day!
All gifts will be gift wrapped and labeled!
More details will follow shortly, but for now...

We need volunteers!!!
We will need personal shoppers, gift wrappers & check out help.
If you are interested in being a personal shopper or helping during checkout, please
contact: Victoria Zunitch zunitch.vicki@gmail.com
If you are interested in gift wrapping, please contact:
Maria D'Amore DiAmore533@aol.com
If you have any questions, please feel free to ask!
Thank you, Garden PTA
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Daniel Webster Debate Society Tournament Victories!
On Saturday, November 14, the Daniel Webster Debate Society participated in the first tournament of the year of the
NY Debate League, Gotham Division, sponsored by the English-Speaking Union of the United States. New this year is the
fact that a novice tournament and an experienced tournament were held simultaneously; Garden won big in each!
In the Novice tourney, a school record of four individual novices received top-12 speaker awards: Shirzad (12th)/William
(11th)/Camryn (7th) and RJ (5th). In addition, the novice team of Zune/Sebastian/Camryn finished 4th in the Novice
tourney, and the team of William/RJ/Shirzad came in 2nd! The Garden novices, overall came in 2nd in winning
percentage - not a bad beginning to their extremely promising careers!
As for the experienced team of Rodelen/Joelle/Liam, they won top honors for overall winning percentage! A fine way to
start the season!

Garden School Pre-K For All Program
By: Maria Victora (PKFA Coordinator)
During our Thematic Unit on “Nutrition and Health”, students learned all about what
foods are considered healthy and ways that they can keep their bodies well. They
learned about food groups and how eating too much of one food group is not as
nutritious as eating a full plate of various food groups. Students were introduced to the
concept of “MY PLATE” which illustrates the 5 food groups that are the building blocks
for as healthy diet using a place setting for a meal.
The class read the book The Very Hungry Caterpillar and discussed which foods in the
story were healthy to eat according to “MYPLATE”. As students reviewed the various
foods from the story, they predicted which foods they should eat to stay healthy and
which foods were unhealthy. Tasks aligned to NYS Prekindergarten Foundation for the Common Core were completed
daily. One task the students had to complete was to sort through various foods the caterpillar ate in the story. Each
student demonstrated awareness and understanding of healthy habits by being able to categorize the various foods into
two groups; healthy and unhealthy foods.

Early Childhood
Nursery - Kindergarten Language Arts
By: Eileen Reyes (Pre-Kindergarten Teacher)
The highlights this week in The Early Childhood Department
consisted of a variety of activities that prepared the students for
our annual Thanksgiving feast. The children learned about the
origins of this special holiday through literature, crafts and
interactive games on the Smart Board. The children dressed
as Pilgrims and Native Americans for the celebration and gathered at long tables decorated with beautiful fall flowers
that Mr. Grusky graciously brought to us. Everyone ate traditional Thanksgiving foods. Dr. Marotta carved the turkey and
the children also feasted on corn, mashed and sweet potatoes, cranberry sauce, stuffing, and popcorn. We invited the
English Language Academy (ELA) students to join our feast and learn about our American holiday. The ELA students
graciously helped serve the younger students and they made delicious pumpkin parfait for dessert. Enjoy this short film
of the festivities: https://youtu.be/-jT9hHTgLiU
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Elementary
Grade 1, 2 and 3 Science
By Lou Albano (Science Teacher, Dean of Grades 4-6)
The inquisitive first graders have successfully engaged themselves in science class. We
have established the differences between living and non-living things. The first task was to
investigate what plants need to survive. Using a hands-on activity, the students attempted
to germinate marigold seeds in a plastic sandwich bag using a moist paper towel and
sunlight. Unfortunately, not all of the seeds germinated. A very valuable lesson was
learned: not all experiments lead to positive results. Students have realized that Life on
Earth is diverse. The requirements of living things to survive are very specific. All living
things have a specific habitat that is best for them. The first graders are satisfying their
curiosity with some of the topics being studied in science, and they are enhancing their
knowledge of everyday life.
The entusiastic second graders have entered into the study of life science. We
have discussed the requirements for plants to survive. We analyzed their
structure. We examined leaves and grouped them. Students were able to see
the similarity and diversity of the leaves. We discussed how new plants
germinate from seeds using a creative “hands-on” activity. We have discussed
how plants grow and change, and how they adapt to their diverse
environments. We have proceeded to discuss animals and their habitats. Our
classroom discussions have included how similar species live in very different
environments. We will be looking at adaptations that animals have made in
order to survive in the various biomes of Earth. The second graders are working very hard in their science class, and they
are quenching their thirst for knowledge.
The third graders have revisited the astounding world of science. We have
investigated plants, their parts, and how new plants emerge. A colorful activity
was used to show how water moves upward from the roots to the leaves. We
have collected leaves, and used them to transfer images onto paper using
pencils. The grouping of the leaves by size, shape, and color, was another of the
“hands-on” activities that the third graders encountered. The physical and
chemical properties of water were discussed. Students engaged in two diverse
activities, focusing on water, to see the special properties that it has compared to
other liquids. We will be discussing ecosystems and the living things that inhabit
the very diverse biomes of the world. The third graders are diligently working in
their science class.
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Grade 4 to 6 World Languages
By: Gabriel Gomis (World Languages, French Teacher)
The students in grades 4, 5, and 6 celebrated United Nations week on November 16 through November 20.
French 4 have completed learning the likes and the dislikes. Using phrases like "j'aime" and "je n'aime pas" helped
express their likes and dislikes. They practiced their oral skills during games. They have been exposed to the -er verbs
(parler, écouter, chanter, regarder...).
French 5 and 6 have been practicing saying the time in French. Using the "clock game", they practiced their skills in
French by saying the time. They also did some dialogues in French telling their peers what they do after schools (sports,
leisure...). The UN week was an opportunity to give them an insight into the International organization.

Middle School
Grade 7 Tom Sawyer Scenes - The Movie
By Nancy Massand (English Teacher, Dean of Middle School)
Here is the movie of the Tom Sawyer Scenes as performed by the seventh grade. Subscribe to the Garden School
YouTube channel while you are there for lots more videos... https://youtu.be/AyU-2xSIFFc

Grade 7 History
By: Richard Kruczek (History and English Teacher)
The 7th grade US History class has just finished its study of the Federalist Era.
This extraordinary epoch saw the creation - and settling - of the federal government and the nation, as a whole. It is, yet
again, a case of "The Right Person in the Right Place at the Right Time." This is a trend that has run the course of US
History, and has saved the Republic on more than one occasion. But it was arguably never more needed than in 1789,
when it was up to men like Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson and George Washington to figure out how to start and uphold - the Republic.
When you next pick up a piece of US currency bearing their likenesses, take a moment to thank them for the spot on
which you're standing.

Grade 8 Science
By: Sarah O'Sullivan (Language Arts, Social Studies and History Teacher)
The Area Studies unit on Africa will come to an end next week. Students have explored themes such as colonialism and
nationalism. In addition, many realized how colonial powers can affect African nations. We looked at how European
nations can create turmoil among ethnic groups in nations such as Rwanda and Sudan. Many students realized how
necessary tolerance is in the world today. Lastly, they learned how people can use new ideas and programs to make
their nations better.
As we prepared for our trip to the United Nations students selected Africa nations and researched the role of the United
Nations. We discussed the effectiveness of this world body. Students were excited when they went to the UN and they
were able to see this amazing organization at work. They all walked through an active meeting of the General Assembly
and sat in the Economic Social Council. It was an outstanding day.
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High School
Grade 9 Writing
By: James Pigman (English Teacher, Chair of English Department,)
Grades 10,11 and 12 students are working this weekend on personal reflection essays based on our trip to The Rubin
Museum and the Highline Park. Each student will find one thing to delve into and contemplate. Noteworthy exhibits of
the Rubin Museum were the Buddhist Sacred Shrine, the Ablution of the Buddha Statue, the masks display on the sixth
floor, and the Mandala paintings on the third floor.
Ms. Prio spoke to the students about the composition of traditional Tibetan religious art. Then the students moved to
the sixth floor where Ms. Elkind discussed the use of Masks, especially as they relate to the idea of mythology and the
Joseph Campbell’s THE HERO WITH A THOUSAND FACES. The Mask exhibit drew masks from the Pacific Northwest,
China, African and South America. Finally, Mr. Pigman directed the students’ attention to the recreated Buddhist room.
From the chanting voices of monks to offerings to colorful silken cloths, the atmosphere of the chamber made the
group think quietly and turn inward.
Monday, the essays will be read by the English Department and prizes and awards will go to the top five essays. The
day was a wonderful combination of a hike on the full length of the Highline Park from 34th St. to 14th St., the museum
experience, and lunch in Chelsea Market with one of the favorites being lobster roll at the
Lobster Place.

Grade 9 Art
By: Tiina Prio (Art Teacher, Chair of Fine Arts Department)
The Ninth grade Renaissance Art students have completed their study of Michelangelo and his
wonderful art. They drew four of his images adding their own creative (sometimes very
humorous) additions, making the art their own. Michelangelo would have been very proud.
Now begins the Leonardo Da Vinci portion of the class. First off, the artists will draw Leonardo’s
self-portrait, followed by Vitruvian Man, a human skull and a shouting man. All of these images
have a propensity for some lighthearted jesting. I have seen the shouting man hollering at
cartoons and the Vitruvian Man in a fish tank surrounded by underwater fauna and flora. I am
looking forward to the projects this quarter as I know this class to be a talented and funny
group of artists.
Finally, to finish, the class needs to draw a picture, their motto or name, for their booklet’s
cover. Then the eight images can be placed inside for all to look at and enjoy.

Grades 10 Art
By: Tiina Prio (Art Teacher, Chair of Fine Arts Department)
The Tenth Grade artists are learning about the Chinese Terracotta Warriors which were made
and buried more than 2000 years ago. Viewing a documentary of the history of why and how
they were made was fascinating and inspired the class to work on their own warrior. Using clay, the first step was to
make the body of the warrior by cutting arms and legs into a rectangular block of clay. Rounding the corners not only
gave a natural look to the body but also made it taller. A facial expression, hair, armor, a tunic and occasionally a sword,
made the warriors come alive. After a few weeks of drying time, a trip to the kiln, a coat of paint and another trip to the
kiln, the warriors will be finished and ready to go home with its designer.
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Grades 11 and 12 Physical Education
By: Flance Dervishi (Physical Education Teacher, Chair of PE and Athletics Department)
We’ve started our Basketball unit in Physical Education. Before the kids get into their drills they must warm up for 7 min
with high knees, sprints, jogs, trunk twists, basketball suicides, and 17s. After their warm ups they have a 5 min stretch
to loosen their muscles. We’ve started the unit off with rules and making sure each student understands the game
of Basketball. The students are learned different ways of passing the ball and why different ways of passing the ball is
effective in certain situations. Some of the passes we went over are: Chest Pass, Bounce Pass, Baseball pass, Outlet pass,
No-Look pass, Over head pass.
All students lined up with a classmate and had the chance to practice all 6 passes. We also went over different ways of
dribbling the basketball (high bounce, change of pace, and crossover between the legs & behind the back). We then
described why and when each dribble would be effective in certain situations. We also learned how to make a layup and
how to properly shoot the basketball into the hoop, now all students have a better understanding of how to play the
game of basketball. Next week we will divide the students into teams and start our regular basketball season. Looking
forward to watching everything they have learned in a game situation.

United Nations Week 2015
By Lea Marie and Marian
It has been an eventful November week for all of Garden's students.
Following the tragedy overseas in Syria and Paris, they devoted an entire
week to world peace, providing aid, and the world-famous organization of
the United Nations. The fact that the students have participated in Garden's
first United Nations Week after the horrific attacks shows that Garden does
indeed house a heart for others and an understanding that we must embrace
each other's differences in wholehearted pursuit of achieving unity.
Monday consisted of hanging the flags of all 193 countries that make up the
United Nations, followed by students' speeches about their origin countries. As students entered the main hallway, they
stopped to view the hanging flags and were proud to see their country's flag. Children stopped and pointed upwards.
Upper division students voiced why the countries were great. The hallway was laced with positivity! The day concluded
with a questionnaire about the UN; prizes were given out for answering the most questions correctly.
On Tuesday, students made donations to UNICEF, the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, to send
money used to help children receive necessities for life and medical aid, as well as education to remote areas. Small
piggybank boxes were handed out for the students to collect money with. The students were successful in completely
filling their boxes! Tuesday was also Jean Day-- Garden's students and faculty came to school in jeans and contributed
$3.00 to further help in the donations to the same organization.
Grades 8-9 went to the United Nations Headquarters in Manhattan. They visited the newly remodeled General Assembly
and viewed a live session. They also visited the Security Council on a guided tour, as well as ECOSOC, the Economic and
Social Council. On this trip, they learned about how the UN is organized and run in its entirety. They were offered a
unique opportunity to watch how the delegates do their work and carry out their debates in a timely manner-- this
further exposed the students in an effort to cultivate their understanding of government and the necessity of working to
find solutions for the world's benefit. The students then went to Le Perigord and ate genuine French delicacies such as
the popular ratatouille.
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On Friday, students were invited to come to school in their countries' traditional garments. They gathered in the hallway
beneath the flags from Monday next to the UN flag for a photoshoot. With so many different types of clothes from
around the world and different traditions represented, the hallway was a flood of colors.
With the conclusion of Garden's first UN Week, we have become more aware of the diversity Garden holds and to be
proud of it; we realize that our origin countries contribute to our individual identity in the way that they have all affected
the course of history and that they contributed to the reasons that we live today. Students have realized that, despite
the violence and problems in the world, there is a way they can make the world a better place, one small contribution at
a time. They have achieved a deep understanding about staying in a peaceful mindset in midst of an immediate event.
As Garden's mission statement says, "We believe in each student's individual identity." This holds true now, especially in
this time in which it is imperative that we respect each other for who and what we are-- loving each other for the
differences we possess; the qualities that turn the world around steadily in various ways.

Third Grade United Nations Week
By: Nilla Ingravallo (Third Grade Teacher, Dean of Grades 1-3)
This week, the third graders enjoyed participating in United Nations Week with the Upper Division!
They began with a discussion of the country flags that decorate Garden School’s main hallway, and then, they talked
about their backgrounds and cultures. After this introduction, the third graders learned what the United Nations is and
the role it plays in the world. The students looked at and explored the UN Flag, learning why it is blue and what the
symbol of the United Nations means. To further their understanding of the United Nations and its goals, the students
viewed various United Nations and UNICEF videos; the videos explained these organizations’ roles in peacekeeping,
children’s rights, education, and health services.
As a special treat, the third graders had a guest speaker, Luigi’s mom, a third grade parent who works for the United
Nations! She discussed the job of the UN, gave examples of different UN departments, and explained the main
headquarters of the UN. Luigi’s mom also showed the students the UN Flag with flags from various countries that helped
in a peacekeeping mission, a UN helmet, and a UN beret. The third graders were excited to see and touch these items!
The third graders and I are extremely grateful to Luigi’s mom for the time and effort she dedicated to making this a
wonderful social studies learning unit! Thank you for all the information, videos, items, and the presentation!
The third graders will further study this unit by working on a culture project at home. Over the next few weeks, they will
learn more about their families’ cultures through a Bagful of Culture Project.
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